Constructed from



Lightweight versatile design
allows for easy and safe storage
of SCBA and SCUBA cylinders
in both mobile and fixed
environments



High strength aluminum alloy
construction



Available for 30,45,60, and 75
minute SCBA and SCUBA
cylinders with custom designed
storage bays available for any
size cylinder



Space for 1 to 1000 cylinders
depending on your needs



Lightweight and feature packed

lightweight aluminum, and
utilizing a balanced weld
free design, the Rack-IT
can be installed with
minimal impact on weight
capacity. The Rack-It
design is 50% to 85%
lighter than other SCBA &
SCUBA storage solutions.

Unlike steel based SCBA

and SCUBA cylinder
storage solutions which
are susceptible to rust and
corrosion, the Rack-It’s
durable high strength
aluminum design provides
a potentially significant
increase in life span.

CO M PACT D ESIGN

The Rack-It SCBA / SCUBA cylinder storage rack was designed
with several key factors in mind. We set out to produce one of the most cost
effective and space efficient SCBA and SCUBA cylinder storage solutions on the
market. In addition the Rack-It was designed with a sharp focus on weight, without
sacrificing strength and functionality, and we sought to add features to the rack
solution that provided functionality and simplified operation. The Rack-It provides all
of this. With perhaps the most versatile design in the market today we are
confident we can provide a cost effective space efficient solution to your SCBA or
SCUBA cylinder storage needs.

The Rack-It’s compact
design offers the highest
space efficiency available
on the market, leaving
more room for critical
equipment and gear.

With predesigned and custom
designed sizing available to fit any
SCBA or SCUBA cylinders, the
Rack-It system provides the ability
to fit your storage solution you need
into any space you have available.

CO M PL ETE

VER SITILITY
Available in virtually any
configuration, the Rack-It
provides the ability to be
used in both mobile and
fixed environments.

For more information on this and other Resolve Specialty Products items please visit our website or contact us via telephone or email.

http://www.resolvespecialty.com

info@resolvespecialty.com







Rubber traction linings
in each cylinder

Durable rubber linings
provide:



compartment help keep
cylinders from sliding
and prevent scrapes
and scuffs. The ridges
allow for moisture to




escape. These liners are
removable for easy
cleaning.

Pitched angle rack design keeps cylinders in
place while stored and allows moisture to exit
to the rear of the Rack-It and down the back
channel
Low profile engineering allows units to be
installed side by for maximum expandability.
Some models may be stacked
High strength no weld rivet assembly



Protection for SCBA and
SCUBA cylinders against
exterior damage during
storage
Traction during storage to
help minimize movement
Channels for moisture to
travel out of the Rack-It
preventing mold and
mildew from forming inside
the cylinder holders
Easy removal for cleaning
and maintenance



WARRAN TY
Resolve Specialty

Rear bumper prevents damage to cylinders
during loading and storage
Rear ventilation holes help prevent suction or
compression when loading and unloading
cylinders

Products offers a limited
1 year warranty on all
products. Please read
the warranty in detail for

more information.
Extended warranties are
available on this and
many of our products.

Contact your local sales representative today for
pricing and configuration options, or contact RSP
directly with any questions you may have. Our
experienced sales staff can guide you through the
process of selecting the storage solution that best
fits your current needs
SCBA cylinder restraint and security options are available. Contact us for more information and we
will provide you with the most cost effective method to suit your needs!
For more information on this and other Resolve Specialty Products items please visit our website or contact us via telephone or email.

http://www.rspspacesaver.com

info@rspspacesaver.com

